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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which Cisco Spark Bot type act as a text-based remote control
for external services?
A. Assistants
B. Controllers
C. SMS to Spark Bot
D. Notifiers
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the main reason a salesperson should consider selling
HP document solutions?
A. higher revenue and sales margins, and the opportunity to
change the customer's work methods to increase efficiency and
reduce costs
B. increased sales of printers and the opportunity to sell
moresupplies
C. higher sales volume and overheads, and the opportunity to
change the customer's workmethods to increase head count and
reduce costs
D. increased sales of MFPs and the opportunity to sell HP
scanners and digital senders
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Bubba buys one XYZ September 50 call at $7 and sells one XYZ
September 60 call at $3. At that time, XYZ stock is at $55.
Bubba has no other stock positions.
What is Bubba's maximum possible profit?
A. $1,000
B. unlimited
C. $600
D. $500
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: $600. The maximum profit is the difference between
strike prices less the debit amount. The debit amount is $4 ($7
- $3). The difference between strike prices is $10 ($60 - $50).
Multiply the $6 difference by 100, which is the number of
shares on one option.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Drag and Drop Question
Answer:
Explanation:
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